
EXPERIENCE
THE   NEW CAR WASH.. .

The name MANMACHINE WORKS is synonymous with advanced cleaning

technology in India. Manmachine Works is bringing the latest and most

innovative cleaning solutions for a fast changing and highly demanding 

automotive industry requirements. It offers not only a wide range of  cleaning

equipment from the world leaders but also complete cleaning solutions, starting

from designing a car wash to promoting professional skills by introducing the first

ever "CAR WASH COLLEGE" in India

Founded in 1987, withe vision and determination as the only capital to change the

face of  Cleaning Industry. Beginning as a contract cleaning company. Manmachine

evolved into a full-fledged mechanized cleaning solutions company by bringing to

fore fresh concept, global brands and latest technology as innovative solutions.

Eventually expanding with Exppress Carwash, Manmachine Works , The Maids.in

and Manmachine Solutions, it has set a new benchmark of  excellence in the

cleaning industry 

Fifty years of  success and impressive growth, we are firmly established as leader 

of  a rapidly expanding market, with original ideas and solutions,anticipating trends

and guidelines. An undisputed leader in every section of  the industry: organisational,

research, productivity, commercial. Since as long ago as 1965, MA-FRA has always

been on the customers side, coming to their aid to easily resolve any problems that

may arise from day to day, for both ordinary users and for washing and cleaning 

professionals, in complete respect for the environment.

The in-house R&D Centre is rare in an industry such as this, many consumer

Companies would not bother. In difference to other companies, the in-house Research

Centre offers MA-FRA the valuable opportunity to approach each problem uniquely,

allowing for its environmental campaign. MA-FRA laboratories produce average eight

new formulas each year with a four month time to market.

The Indian production activity of  MA-FRA is performed on the grounds of  absolute

technical and technological excellence. It allows very high production standards and

simultaneously a prompt response to multiple market demands. The liquid products 

are packaged on automatic weightier to ensure the very highest quality finished

product.

MA- RA in association with Manmachine are proud to launch a complete car wash
range which is European Quality but MADE IN INDIA. 
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Upholstery Shampoo Cleaner 

Plastic & Leather Cleaner 

It  perfectly cleans car-seats, plastic parts, and all washable surfaces inside the car.
It dissolves traces of nicotine from car-seat fabrics and canopies, eliminating
unpleasant odors and thus offering a guarantee of total hygiene.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO 1:10 - 1:20                 AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG

Glass Cleaner 

Colour Foam 

This product is a  long lasting protective wax which allow a film of water to be broken into
beads and then slide over the surface easily under the drying blowers, saving energy costs.
Super Wax works with water of any hardness, including recycled water and prevents the
formation of white streaks on the bodywork and of micro-drops and greasiness. It is
indispensable for high speed car wash. The use of this product with high rinsing allows to 
reduce the rinsing time and allows a significant saving of water allowing a growing respect 
for the environment.

Super Wax

 Degreaser

it is a mixture of natural wax and polymers which is fast and easy to use. Generating a 
“silk” effect on interiors plastic and leather, It creates an effective protective barrier 
against the UVA rays and anti-depositing on exterior plastics. It does not smear or 
whiten plastic parts, pleasantly perfumed. Suitable for treating leather and for use o
interior and exterior plastics.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO - PURE                AVAILABLE FORMAT -: 5KG-10KG

 Dashboard Shiner

Tyre Glaze is a highly penetrating treatment that polishes, protects and revives the original
colour of any tyre, while preventing cracks and resisting air-borne pollutants. Its formation
is ecological, free of phosphates and colorants. It does not leave the tyres greasy or sticky
and does not leave marks on the bodywork. 

USAGE DILUTION RATIO 1 : 1                AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG

Tyre Glaze

Mild, high concentration, low foam detergent, it cleans thoroughly all types of
fabrics, carpeting and velvet. Upholstery Shampoo Cleaner, thanks to its special
qualities, achieves optimum results whether used with vacuum cleaning machines
or manually, ensuring the cleanest wash of even the most stubborn dirt and stains

USAGE DILUTION RATIO 1:10-1:20                 AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG

Glass Cleaner is a balanced formulation of alcohols and vegetable based surfactants
which create active foam capable of rapidly dissolving any kind of dirt or grease. The
product removes smog and smoke residues from glass windows, leaving a pleasant
hygienic fragrance and shining all treated parts without leaving smears.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO - 1 : 1              AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG

Concentrated Shampoo with high density foam which dissolves and eliminates all kind of 
grease and dirt on the vehicles. The use of this product with high rinsing allows to reduce
the rinsing time and allows a significant saving of water allowing a growing respect for the
environment.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO - 1 : 9                 AVAILABLE FORMAT -:10KG-20KG

Super Foam

Colour Foam is designed to give a strong and different visual impact to the washing,COLOR
FOAM is a foaming detergent which creates Red snowpack on the car and is applied by
pressure washer with the suitable lance, or by a foam sprayer. Its advantages are not only
economy of consumption and speed and ease of use, but also a new look for the management
of the service! In fact, the visual impact is remarkable and cannot pass unnoticed by motorists
running near the car wash. The use of this product with high rinsing allows to reduce the rinsing
time and allows a significant saving of water allowing a growing respect for the environment.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO - 1 : 9                 AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG

USAGE DILUTION RATIO 1 : 9 IN FOAM GUN                AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG

Car Wash Shampoo was developed for perfect external washing of the vehicle with a 
self-drying effect. Its special combined formulation in neutral shampoo ensures a delicate
wash, for any paint or colour. After rinsing, its self drying properties leave a water repellent
coating on the surface that make for short drying time and prevent smears. The use of this
product with high rinsing allows to reduce the rinsing time and allows a significant saving of
water allowing a growing respect for the environment.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO 1 : 80                AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG

Car Wash Shampoo

Super concentrated Degreaser, with MA-FRA technology is innovative  multi-use and a heavy
dirt remover. Powerful and fast, It offers unbeatable performance. Degreaser is an easy and
extremely efficient solution to any problem of grease removal or deep cleaning at 360°.

USAGE DILUTION RATIO   1 : 4                AVAILABLE FORMAT -:5KG-10KG
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